
Today’s organizations must adapt quickly to change, using new technologies that fuel competitive advantage, 
or risk getting left behind. That’s why it’s imperative to make the most of big data, the cloud and intelligence 
capabilities, all of which help companies accelerate their speed of business through smarter decision-making 
and faster execution.
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Microsoft Data, Business Analytics 
and AI Services

Data, analytics & AI acclerates digital transformation

NEXT STEPS

Request your complimentary 
4-hour data, analytics or AI
advisory session by contacting:

sales@atmosera.com
or 800.903.4852

Intelligent solutions will enable 
differentiation

Incorporate cognitive understand-
ing to make applications “smarter,” 
through services that add  
intelligence into applications.

Utilize intelligent agents to interact 
wherever your users are commu-
nicating, from text/sms to Skype, 
Slack, Office 365 mail and other 
popular service cloud solutions. 

Enterprise-grade security and 
compliance

Protect against threats through 
vulnerability scans and access 
control.

Employ full visibility into your  
environment and app telemetry.

Streamline and automate  
security checks and enforce 
compliance requirements.

Atmosera’s Data, Business Analytics & AI Services

• Intelligent Solutions - Atmosera can employ solutions and processes to
drive intelligence throughout your business in areas including: Operations,
Marketing, Finance, Workforce, Service and Sales.

• Data & Analytics - With real-time analytics, you can make the right deci-
sions at the right time to maximize value and minimize risk. By anticipating
behaviors and identifying trends, at the individual customer level and at
scale to drive your business instead of being driven by it.

• Globally Distributed Data - With globally distributed data, applications
can transparently replicate data anywhere in the world, enabling a fast
response time and high availability.

• Data Modernization - Atmosera can move data to Azure with options
including: Managed Instances, Azure SQL Database, SQL Server on virtual
machines, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Azure Synapse Analytics, Azure SQL Hyper-
scale, and hybrid options, including Azure Databricks and Delta Lakes.

Business analytics that are  
intelligent, trusted, and flexible

Bring intelligence to where your 
data lives on the most secure,  
compliant and scalable platform, 
with any language on any data, 
anywhere.

Preconfigured solutions for  
common IoT scenarios – remote 
monitoring, asset management and 
predictive maintenance.

The convergence of cloud, data, and intelligence provides data driven insights and action.




